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As 2021 comes to a close, I find myself re-

flecting back on the year. Wow!! What a whirlwind.
We have been confronted with so many changes.
For example, some staff members decided to leave
the area. Dr. Mary Pride Clark moved to be closer
to her family. Michaela decided vet med was not
her career of choice, even though she rocked it!!
The hardest change for me was Emily B’s. For those
who knew Emily, her laughter was contagious.
“Thank you” for 10 years, Em.
With change comes the new, including new
staff members. We have Dr. Travis S. Hamilton;
Assistants Atheena, Helen, Maddie; and Client
Service Rep Lauren. Existing staff members are Dr.
David Johnson, Dr. Maggie MacQueen, Dr. Kaley
Ladner and Dr. Penny Hodge. Office Manager Tylene; Assistants Emily, Amanda, Doreen, Kelly; and
RVT’s Jessica, Birgit and Devon make up the rest of
the crew.
When I look back at my time here at PVPC,
I get very emotional. I have literally grown up
in this practice. Dr. Jackett has been by my side
for my wedding, the birth of my two children,
life’s challenges and everything in between. She
always encouraged me in my career. She saw
early on I was always looking into the future and
needed to be challenged. I now know that she
had a plan for me.
Dr. Jackett built up Pleasant Valley Pet Clinic
into what we know today. She worked as a single
doctor most of her career. Her vision of a standalone hospital to serve our community became a
reality in 2013. What she has accomplished in her
life is nothing short of outstanding. 		
As many of you know, Dr. Jackett was diagnosed, treated and survived cancer in the past 3
to 4 years. Unfortunately, treatment left her with
mobility issues. Decisions for the future were in
limbo. The hope that the neuropathy in her lower
limbs would improve slowly faded. It was time to
think about living the best life possible. Everyone
knows Dr. Jackett is not one to just give up. Plans
to do some travel became a high priority. Being in
a wheelchair has not slowed her down. If anything,
“watch your heels!!” because she can really fly.
With the changes in her health came the
need for discussions to be had about the future
of the practice. Corporate companies made many
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n the twelve days of Christmas, my true love sent to me…” are words
that usher in the holiday season. But for pet owners, the holidays can
mean twelve hazards that create health problems for your furry friends.
For example, there are the plants that tend to turn up during this season:
amaryllis, azaleas, chrysanthemums, holly and ivy—all of which can be
toxic if ingested by your pet. Human foods can also be toxic; these include
caffeine, chocolate candy, dairy products, nutmeg, raisins and grapes, and
alcohol. And never give your furry friend a turkey or chicken bone as a “treat.”
Other hazards include an unstable tree which tempts cats to climb and explore. Consider securing your tree by tying the treetop
to a hook in the ceiling.
Although not poisonous, the strands of tinsel
and ribbon on your tree are a huge danger. Tinsel
especially attracts cats and dogs who want to play
with the moving strands. While the “play” may begin with swatting at the moving tinsel, it is easy for
your pet to end up with it in his mouth. If lucky, the pet
may cough it up; others may not be so fortunate. If the
tinsel is swallowed and ends up in the intestinal tract,
surgery may be required. Seek help immediately if you think your pet has this problem.
While the glitter of tinsel may brighten your
tree, you may want to forego using it as part
of your tree decorations. In fact, vets encourage using wooden, metal, or resin-cast ornaments especially on the lower
branches of your tree.
Other hazards include toys and small batteries, loose wiring, and
believe it or not: unbaked dough sitting on a counter waiting to rise. One
overlooked problem is the coming and going of friends and family, which
often means routines are upset and commotion is constant. Restricting
your cat or dog to a quiet place until guests are gone help to keep pets
happy as well as safe.
Once Christmas has come and gone, however, there is still another hazard: the noise made when the clock strikes twelve on New Year’s Eve. Fireworks and gunshots can traumatize your dog. Remember, when frightened,
the instinct for pets is to run away and hide (and get lost in the process). New
Year’s Eve is second only to the Fourth of July for the number of dogs reported lost.
Here are some tips for New Year’s Eve: keep your pet in a safe and secure
room where it can’t get out and people are not likely to go into. Give them
a bed and blanket to burrow into and keep windows closed. Dogs can hear
four times as well as humans so noise can be frightening. Tire them out
during the day with exercise and games. If possible, have a GPS tracker. Also,
consider checking with your vet about the possibility of using tranquilizers
for your pet. You and your pets want to get through the holiday season and
into 2022 safe and sound.
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Dr. Hamilton believes learning
continues long after leaving college.
Clearly, education is critical with a need
to being current on veterinary medicine.
“As general practitioners, we need to be
well rounded and we also need to keep
up with new ideas and treatment procedures by attending continuing ed classes.”
Thus, plans include adding orthopedics,
ultrasound, and soft tissue surgery to his
current veterinary skills.
In addition to the professional expertise Dr. Hamilton brings to the clinic, he
wants to contribute to the community in
other ways. He has already looked into
sharing his knowledge and experience of
wrestling and golf with members of the
Union Mine High School teams as a volunteer. He currently lives in Placerville with
his 13-year-old pit bull, Chance.

question. “Do you think you are grieving
over the loss of Dr. Jackett as head of the
clinic?” The reality of her NOT returning
was real. But in my mind, I felt as long as
Dr. Jackett was the owner, one day she
would come back and we would just carry
on as always. I have had to work through
this realization the past few months.
Going through the Caldor Fire with
the community has helped me realize I am
doing exactly what I am meant to do. I am
carrying on with the hopes and dreams of
PVPC for the pets, owners, and community: providing a happy, healthy workplace

for our dedicated staff and managing a
hospital that will always provide excellent
wellness and medical care for your pets.
Dr. Jackett and I are just as close as
always. We are each other’s chosen family
for sure. As for PVPC, our once little hospital continues to grow and evolve to meet
the demands of the community. I thank all
of our dedicated clientele for entrusting us
to care for your furry family members and
wish you all a happy holiday and wonderful new year.
				Amy Nichols, RVT
				Clinic Owner & Manager

AMY’S CORNER
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lovely and deserving offers. However, that
was not the vision Dr. Jackett had for the
future of PVPC. We are a small town and
wanted to keep the staff and community
in mind.
When discussing the situation with
a consultant, he asked her: “Why not sell
to your practice manager? She knows the
practice and community better than anyone else.” We left the meeting with much
to think about. For me to carry on what
she started was an honor. My first thought
was, “Could I do this?” Dr. Jackett’s response was: “You are already doing it. You
have been here since my leave 3 years ago
taking care of the day-to-day business.”
And that was it. I knew I needed to take
over PVPC for both of us. The purchase
was final the first day in July of this year.
Yet, as the new owner, it has been a bittersweet change. I have not been able to
verbalize ownership until now. I was very
emotional over this transition.
My emotions have been raw and I
could not figure out why. “I accomplished
this amazing goal. I should be ecstatic.”
Instead, I was in tears.
A dear friend asked me one simple
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